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Guggenheim exhibitions
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A massive building,.....

Little Helsinki answers directly
to the Guggenheim museum
competition. The project does
not try to entirely replace the art
exhibition facility, but actually
tries to combine some of its
exhibition surface to a reinvented
program.
The Guggenheim isn’t the
main attraction but still fills the
role of attracting people to be
confronted to local art.
The project is in fact an programatic explosion materialized by
a multiplicity of pavilions, over
50.
The implantation site was
chosen in the park with the idea
of connecting the latter with
the port and the harbour by
multiplying the installations in all
areas.

The Guggenheim Museum in Helsinki
12 000 m2, a massive building
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Dispatched program
Smaller scale
Dispersal into the city
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LITTLE HELSINKI
Varied Program
The program integrates art to another
scale while adding non-artistic
equipments to promote diversity.
Artists’ studios, local art exhibition
spaces, entertainment installations
as well as sportive equipments are
included by the pavilions. Finally, a
space reduced to a fifth of the newly
created program is dedicated to the
Guggenheim.
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LITTLE HELSINKI
Guggenheim exhibition

The exhibition spaces dedicated to the Guggenheim fundation
are more so showcases where international artists’ work can be
seen through the park. This long box serves as a frame for bigger
horizontal two-dimensional work.
*Andy Warhol

This typology of the Guggenheim showcases serves a longer vertical work. The
tilted roof creates a tri-dimensional frame.
The scale of the object creates a landmark
in the park, inciting people to circulate in the
park, always with a vision of the tower-like
pavilion. This circulation induces people to
face the other pavilions, encountering local
art.
*Constantin Brancusi

The last type of Guggenheim showcase is a stacking of various sized
boxes where various art objects
can be exposed. The scale of the
frame vary according to the different objects located in the fundation’s museums.
*Chillida Tapies
*Jean-Michel Basquiat
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LITTLE HELSINKI
Guggenheim exhibition

This pavilion is created for tall and
voluminous objects that need a light from
above. In fact, the small opening creates a
spot-like luminosity that diffuses brightness
on all faces of the piece.
*Jim Dine

First of two pavilions in which the public can actually enter,
this structure is the the biggest element of the Little Helsinki
art program. This pavilion aims to the biggest art objects that
the Guggenheim exhibits. The intermittent open roof creates
a dim light to brighten the work of art optimally.
*Richard Serra
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LITTLE HELSINKI
20% to artists’ studios

20% to artists’ studios

LITTLE HELSINKI
Artists’ studios

The artists’ studios answer to creation needs as well as
responding to the finnish architectual vernacular. In fact,
simple spaces allow artists to personalize their working
environment. The opaque facades create an intimacy while
an open part of the roof lets the sunlight reach the interiors
by its strategic tilt. The wooden surfaces and the glabed roof
echos and reinterprets the country’s architectural tradition.

The studios decline in a multiplicity of typologies,
creating a possibility for mixed used. In the peticular
case, the ground floor is more intimate and the
superior floor creates a showcase space for the
working artist, where he can dialog with the parc
and the other way around.

This third typology uses the ground as an intimacy
generator. The artist accesses his installation by the
inferior floor where he meets a living space. He then
choose to go up a level to enter his working space
which benefits from the same qualities as the last two
pavilions.
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LITTLE HELSINKI
Local exhibition

This local art exhibition pavilion stacks a series of spaces which
can host miscellaneous objects such as painting, small and
medium sized three-dimensional art. The spaces benefit from a
multitude of orientations, framing different scenes and elements
of the Helsinki landscape
* Jorma Hautala
* Timo Heino

A second type of exhibition spaces are more likely exhibition
surfaces. These surfaces placed through the park are given
to the discretion of artist to parctice street art such as grafitti,
murals and collages.
*Kiasma Wall

This last typology mixes an upstairs exterior
exhibition space as well as a downstrairs
interior space, both connected by the patio.
Those spaces can receive miscellaneous
objects and stay connected to the park by
the open surfaces.
* Kunsthalle Helsinki
* Jorma Hautala
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LITTLE HELSINKI
20% to artists’ studios

LITTLE HELSINKI
Shared LITTLE
Spaces HELSINKI

20% to artist-public exchange

LITTLE HELSINKI
20% to artist-public exchange

The shared spaces among the Little Helsinki program are locations
where artists and people from the community can exchange
their knowledge, thechnique, and experiences. An exchange to
promote art, its comprehension and therefore, its appreciation.
This piece of program is created according to Next Helsinki’s
planned events such as conferences, public discussions and
workshops.
This first pavilion serves as an amphitheatre to nest these
improvised and more formal encounters.
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This second pavilion consists in a merge between two artists’
studios typologies, creating a direct interaction between either
two artists or two art curious citizens
and
hopefully between
an
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artist and a novice.
These spaces share a commun exterior area, opened on the
surroundings and creating intimacy as well as a connection.
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LITTLE HELSINKI
Entertainment

In addition to the sportive equipment and the concert hall, a movie
theatre in implemented into the park topography. This insertion allows
to duplicate the screening spaces. An interior cinema for official projections, and an exterior screening space, created amongst the topography. The equipement broadcasts the seventh art.
With Little Helsinki’s entertainment program, nightlife installations are
created to incite a nightly use of the project and the park. It allows the
public to enjoy the art for most part of the day as well as creating ambiance
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LITTLE HELSINKI
Entertainment

The Little Helsinki program includes sportive equipments which amalgams city facilities into the project. This choice
incites the users of the equipments to roam the park and confront the art that is exposed to them, opening minds and
deleting barriers between fields.
The first equipment implemented in the parc is a gymnasium where citizens can pactice collective sports. The playground is burried under the lever of the hill, creating an architectural lantern wich illuminates at night, inviting to foreigns.
The second equipement is a concert hall. The structure includes two stages, one interior for winter use, intimate
concert or controlled access concerns. The second one is an exterior stage to promote summer music festivals.
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